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Cheezburger
That's not fair; the hangnail still hurts. Department of Health Outcomes and Biomedical Informatics. She went to camp! Error rating book. Crosley
deserves props. Puh-retty funny. And she is complaining and using crude language? View Product. She weaves these two stories in a deliciously
teasey way under the umbrella: "If you have to ask, you probably can't afford it. Oh, I get it. Her command of language means that she always
seems to have the perfect phrasing for the most bizarre or whimsical circumstance And the real gem, the final essay called "Off the Back of How
Did You Get This Number Truck" is one of the better chronicles of the beginning and end of a relationship. Back to my office job now. Also, she
needed to avoid whining, or making the story so detailed that it would be self-indulgent, rather than universally applicable. I used to love Weezer.
This could have been a much tighter book had Ms. It sounds so crazy up there, I totally want to visit now. Boo hoo let me tell you about my crazy
roommate, lol, roommates are crazy. Treating a very serious subject with the humor to match the other essays, without being flippant. Refining
Boolean queries to identify relevant studies for systematic review updates. Certainly if this lady ends up on so many year-end lists, if she has written
two books in as many years, and her market saturation is, in one word, extensive, there must be something redeeming in her writing? She's
unlikeable, but not in a charming or appealing way. I think this happens as so many publishers are in New York, and because so many writers
work with publishers in some capacity before getting published, New York becomes the center of the book world. Take Crosley's first essay in
this collection in which she complains about being lonely in Lisbon, Portugal. I stand by my initial assessment of Crosley as a writer, which is that
she gets a lot of press for being an attractive something with a book deal because most of the people writing such reviews are somethings who
wish they had a book deal. How Did You Get This Number Objective. From the author of the sensational bestseller I Was Told There'd Be Cake
comes a new book of personal essays brimming with all the charm and wit that have earned Sloane Crosley widespread acclaim, award
nominations, and an ever-growing cadre of loyal fans. Enlarge cover. Sloane is back with more of the same in How Did You Get This Number,
but now she's older, and, sadly, a little less charming, a little less interesting. When I first picked up this book, I was like, have I read this before?
View all 37 comments. Instead, you guessed it, she Googled me. Despite apparently dividing the crowd of reviewers on this site, Crosley's book
left me deeply ambivalent. Receive exclusive offers and updates from Oxford Academic. They also offer to mail you a postcard to the currently
listed address. Crosley is a good writer and can describe things well, but her life is not interesting, everything she says is boring, and nothing
happens to her. The world needs less white whine, after all. There are too cell phones in Sweden. Am I supposed to root for you? Okay, what
about the next essay in her collection? The essay about how bad cabs smell was How Did You Get This Number of awful, but the rest of the
collection was just about perfect. Sloane Crosley. Now, to be clear, I'm not one of those people who like to shame others when they complain
about first How Did You Get This Number problems. Perhaps I'm a bit old-fashioned; as someone around the author's age, I feel that if one is
going to write two books of one's own mem Despite apparently dividing the crowd of reviewers on this site, Crosley's book left me deeply
ambivalent. The information was mostly accurate and I was able to correct inaccuracies very quickly. Indeed, despite the presence of those people
in her stories, somehow it's Crosley that always comes out as How Did You Get This Number ridiculous one or, more often, How Did You Get
This Number situation itself is hilarious without injuring or offending any named parties well, except the one about a bitchy classmate in grade
school, but she deserved it. It's easy to relate How Did You Get This Number Crosley on nearly every level and by the end of each story, you feel
as though you've just been told a hilarious story by an old friend over cocktails. Sloane Crosley's debut novel I Was Told There'd Be Cake earned
her a spot on the "writers to watch" list for many people, myself included. For permissions, please email: journals. With Crosley out of her comfort
zone, her experiences mirror the transition from fancy-free twentysomething to what-am-I-going-to-do-with-my-life thirtysomething, which is what
I felt the book How Did You Get This Number was about. Volume The last essay, about buying home furnishings samples illegally while starting
and ending a relationship, How Did You Get This Number the book somewhat. I am aware that my patience for white, privileged writers is very
short now but yiiiiikes, does this lady like to drop random racist nuggets about various Asian ethnic groups. No matter how many people blast her
for already having a foot in the publishing door ie. View 2 comments. This is the goodre Lately I have been really procrastinating on my goodreads
reviews for no good reason. The Blue Album and Pinkerton were on heavy rotation for me in my middle school years all the way through college.
That said, this is a lovely collection.
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